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Abstract  
 

Knowledge about computer User is very essential. In 

this survey paper we approach for recognition of user 

behavior is very beneficial for assisting & predicting 

their future actions. By considering most existing 

techniques available as assuming handcrafted user 

profile which encode repertoire of the observed user. 

We find out from this survey actual causes however, the 

construction of effective user profile problematic to 

human behavior is often erratic and sometimes it is 

different for their change of goals. The novel approach 

applicable to any problem of dynamic evolving user 

behavior modeling where it can be represented as a 

sequence of actions or events. We will be able to see 

challenges from this survey with comparative study 

during creating evolve system approach & predict it.  

 

Keywords - Evolving Fuzzy Systems, Fuzzy-Rule Based 

(FRB) Classifier, User Modeling.  

 

1. Introduction  
Knowledge about computer user is very beneficial 

to assist, to predict for creating & recognize behavior of 

profile. The recognition of other behavior profile in real 

time significant offers different tasks such as to predict 

their future action. Specifically, computer user 

modeling learned about ordinary observing user to 

promote a way of experience user profile. However, the 

construction of effective user profile problematic to 

human behavior is often erratic and sometimes it is 

different for their change of goals. There exists several 

definition for user profile [1]. It defined as description 

of user interests, characteristics, behaviors and 

preferences. In recent years, significant work has been 

carried out for profiling to the environment and new 

goals of the user. Example behind this profile which 

proposed in a previous work [2]. This paper proposed 

an adaptive approach for creating behavior and 

recognizing computer users. We approach (EVABCD) 

Evolving Agent behavior Classification based on 

Distribution of relevant events based on representing 

observed behavior user.   

The UNIX operating system environment is used in 

this research for explaining and evaluating EVABCD. 

A user behavior is represented as a sequence of UNIX 

command in command-line interface. Previous research 

studies in this environment [3],[4] focus on detecting 

masquerades who individual impersonate other users 

on computer networks and system. However, 

EVABCD creates evolving user profiles and classifies 

new users into one of the previously created profiles. 

Thus the goal of EVABCD in UNIX environment can 

devided into two phases : 

 

1.1 Creating and updating user profiles from the 

commands the users typed in UNIX shells. 

1.2 Classifying a new sequence of commands into the 

predefined profiles. 

 

     Because we used an evolving classifier which 

constantly learned and adapting existing classifier 

structure. It accommodate the newly observed 

emerging behaviors, once a user is classified, relevant 

action can be done. But this task is not addressed to 

previous work. The techniques Macedo et al, [5] used 

to find out relevant information related to human 

behavior based on the captured history of navigation. 

 

In Summary, our Contributions are: 

• We discover the limitations and their root causes 

when creating user behavior profile in terms of 

classifying relevant sequence of events.  

• We generalize proposed previous work regarding 

knowledge about computer user with increased 

complexity of thinking user behavior.  

• We extend new algorithm to execute the 

environments in which segmentation of subsequent 

relevant events evaluated by using frequency based 

method.  
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• A comparative study to revise existing hypothesis 

than it is to generate hypothesis when each time new 

instance is observed.  

• To detect Masquerades (Un-Authorized work) when it 

tends to knowledge of computer user. 

 

2. Literature Review  
Various approaches have been proposed as literature 

point of view that user profile usually changes to 

recognize behavior of others in real-time. To predict, to 

coordinate, to recognize human brain capacity for 

future actions. Different methods have been used to 

find out relevant information in computer user behavior 

in different computer areas : 

2.1 Discovery of navigation patterns 
    Spiliopoulou and Faulstich [6] present the Web 

Utilization Miner (WUM), a mining system for 

discovering interesting navigation patterns in 

website.WUM prepares the web log data for mining 

and the language MINT mining the aggregated data 

according to the directives of the human expert [7].  

2.2 Web recommender systems  

    Macedo et al. [8] propose a system (WebMemex) 

that provides recommended information based on the 

captured history of navigation from a list of known 

users. WebMemex captures information such as IP 

addresses, user Ids and URL accessed for future 

analysis. 

2.3 Web page filtering  

    Gody and Amandi [9] present a technique to 

generate readable user profiles that accurately capture 

interests by observing their behavior on the Web. The 

proposed technique is built on the Web Document 

Conceptual Clustering algorithm, with which profiles 

without an a priori knowledge of user interest 

categories can be acquired.  

2.4 Computer security  

    Pepyne et al [10] describe a method using queuing 

theory and logistic regression modeling methods for 

profiling computer users based on simple temporal 

aspects of their behavior.  

 

3. Motivation & Preliminary  
We show the limits of existing construction user 

behavior which based on evolving profile-library 

approaches with statistical classification method. 

“Figure 1. shows the high-level system architecture 

framework for Evolving Behavior Model Library 

Profile” to extract significant pieces of sequence of 

command. According to this aspect, it was used in [11] 

order to get representative set of subsequences from the 

acquired sequence. By using trie data structure [12] to 

learn a team behavior and [13] to classify the behavior 

patterns of a RiboCup soccer simulation team. 

 

 
 

Figure 1. High-level system architectural framework 

for Evolving Behavior Model Library Profile     

 

4. Existing Effective Classification 

Techniques In Observed Classifier  
     Following several incremental effective classifier in 

evolving fuzzy rule based system which work with 

automatically gain by observed behavior for adaptive 

distribution of relevant events. This classifier 

implemented using different framework. 

 

4.1 Decision trees  
 The problem of processing data streaming has 

motivated with development of algorithm which 

designed to learn dicision trees incrementally [16], 

[17]. Some algorithm construct incremental decision 

trees as ID4 [18], ID5 [19], ID5R [20]. 

4.2 Artificial neural network (ANN) 
 In order to find out Adapdtive Resonance Theory  

(ART) networks [21] which proposed unsupervised 

ANN to carpenter that dynamically determine number 

of cluster based on a vigilance parameter [22]. In 

addition, Kasabov porposed other incremental learning 

neural network call as Evolving Fuzzy Neural Network 

(EFuNN) [23]. This architecture does not require to see 

previously data and accommodate new classes. New 

approach in incremental learning proposed by Seipone 

and bullinaria [24]. This is an evolutionary algorithm to 

evolve MLP parameters. This process produce network 

parameter with better incremental abilities.  

4.3 Prototype-based supervised algorithm  
Learning Vector Quantization (LVQ) is the nearest 

prototype learning algorithm [25]. LVQ considered to 

be a supervised clustering algorithm which each weight 

vector interpreted as a cluster center. Using this 

algorithm number of reference vectors has to be set by 

user. Poirier and Ferrieux proposed a method to 

generate new porotypes dynamically. LVQ [26] method 

lacks the generation of prototype for application with 

noisy data in Dynamic Vector Quantization (DVQ). 
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4.4 Bayesian classifier 
   This is an effective methodology for solving 

classification problem when features are considered 

simultaneously. However, features of Bayesian 

classifier forward selection method, huge computation 

is involved. Agrawal and Bala [27] proposed an 

incremental versions of Baysian classifier.  

4.5 Support Vector Machine (SVM)  
    A machine which performs classificaition to 

constructing N-dimensional hyperplane that optimally 

configured into two categories. Training SVM 

“incrementally” discard all previous data except their 

support vectors which gives only approximate result. It 

is an exact online method to construct the solution. 

Xiao et al [14] propose which utilize the property of SV 

set and accumulates distribution of knowledge sample 

space through adjust table parameter. 

     However, this research focus command line 

interface, it is necessary to approachable process in real 

time streaming data. It is also cope with huge amount 

of several incremental classifier while structure of 

incremental classifier assumed to be fixed. They can 

not address problem of concept drift and shift [15]. By 

drift they refer to modification of the concept over time 

and shift. To capture sudden and abrupt changes in 

streaming data with necessary not only tuning 

parameter but also change in structure. Taking these 

aspect when proposed a paper to evolving fuzzy-rule-

based system; However, approach has important 

advantage which makes it very useful in real 

environments : 

 

• It can cope with huge amounts and data.  

• Its evolving structure can capture sudden and abrupt 

changes in the streams of data.  

• Its structure meaning is very clear, as we propose a 

rule-based classifier.  

• It is monitoring in single pass computation with 

efficient and fast.  

• Its classifier structure is simple and interpretable.      

 

5. Investigational Outcome  
     From this literature survey we investigate how it is 

more efficient to analysis of evolving user behavior 

profile in one time solution proposed incremental 

classifier. It should able additional information from 

new data. It should not required access original data to 

train existing classifier. It should preserved previously 

acquired knowledge. It should accommodate new 

classes that may be introduced with new data. 

6. Comparison of Existing Different 

Classifier Technique  
    Below table show the comparative study of different 

classifier. Difference made on bass of techniques that 

are used in respective algorithms, advantages and 

disadvantages. 

 

Table 1. Comparisons of different incremental 

classifier algorithms 

 

Algorith

m/Techni

que 

Description Advantage Disadvant

age 

Instance-

Based 

Learning 

(IBL) [28] 

The first 

rule find out 

adding extra 

relevant 

information 

to human 

behavior.. 

1.Reduce data 

storage 

requirement. 

2.Represent 

as sequence 

of events. 

1.Not 

interfacing 

with 

command-

line 

environme

nt. 

Fuzzy 

Classifier 

[29] 

It is 

effective for 

to 

characterize 

similarity 

between 

sequence of 

command. 

1.Detection 

of task. 

2.Easy to use 

pairwise 

sequence 

alignment. 

1.Not 

Suitable 

for 

detecting 

Masquera

des. 

 

Sequential 

Minimal 

Optimiza-

tion 

(SMO) 

[31] 

The 

selection 

based on 

distribution 

of large user 

profile data. 

1.Simple and 

easy to 

implement. 

2.Response 

time is high. 

3.Continuous 

stream of 

data. 

1.It ignore 

the fact 

that user 

behavior 

can not 

change 

and 

evolve. 

Evolving 

Profile 

Library 

Classifier 

(EPLib) 

[32] 

The library 

contain 

Creating and 

evolving the 

classifier 

with 

different 

expected  

behavior. 

1.Evolving 

learning 

observation.2.

Utilization of 

evolving 

influence. 

1.library  

contain 

different 

expected 

behaviors. 

Evolving The library 1.Evolving 1.library 
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Profile 

Library 

Classifier 

(EPLib) 

[32] 

contain 

Creating and 

evolving the 

classifier 

with 

different 

expected  

behavior. 

learning 

observation. 

2.Utilization 

of evolving 

influence. 

 

contain 

different 

expected 

behaviors. 

 

Increment

al learning 

Algorithm 

(ILA) [33] 

It is more 

efficient to 

revise 

existing 

hypothesis 

than 

generate 

hypothesis. 

1.Overcomes 

incremental 

classifier 

2. Adaptive 

to dynamic 

environments 

 

1.Used in 

complex 

knowledge 

streams. 

 

 

 

7. Conclusion  
    This survey paper present approach for profiling and 

lassifying computer user from command-line interface. 

User profile is represented by a distribution of relevant 

subsequence and modification to proposed recongnition 

of user. Finally this paper shows in hundreds of users 

ABCD can easily modified with aspect implemented 

evolving systems [29] for future work. 
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